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he will to win, the desire to
succeed, the urge to reach
your full potential…these
are the keys that will unlock the door to
personal excellence.”
That’s a quote ascribed to famed
Chinese philosopher Confucius that could
be argued sums up the characteristics
needed to succeed in anything in life.
It’s also a quote that could be used to
sum up many of those who find success
in athletic endeavors as athletes often
cite phrases such as “the will to win” as
the major factors that help drive them to
reach the pinnacle of their chosen sport.
For Tammy Williams, a former NFCA
All-American at Northwestern, member of
Team USA and current standout for the
Chicago Bandits of National Pro Fastpitch,
it’s that urge to succeed and reach her
full potential that has helped transform
her into one of the top players in the
sport of softball.
“I think my will to win is a combination
of what I learned from my family and
something I was born with,” Williams
said. “There’s a part inside of me that
absolutely hates losing, and I think that
partially comes from having older brothers
and competing with them. I think part
of it comes from my dad and in what he
instilled in me. He would say ‘if you’re
doing this, you’re doing it to win. You’re
going 100 percent.’ I think it’s a little of
both. I think I was naturally born
with that personality inside, and
then the environment, especially
when I went to Northwestern,
helped that will grow.”
Like so many others, the Osceola,
Missouri, native found softball at a young
age with the help and support of an
athletic family.
“I started playing when I was really
little,” Williams said. “I came from a
baseball family. My dad absolutely loved
baseball. My older brother Jamie always
played, and he’s a couple of years older
than me. It was just sort of what we did
when we were home, go outside and play.
“My family just loved sports. My dad
was all about sports and all into them. My
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mom loved it, but you know how moms
are, she would practice with us, but dad
was really the one who was the fanatic
about it. My dad passed away when I was
12, so after that, my mom had to practice
with me all the time and be the one to
take me around everywhere. Thankfully
there was never a lot of pressure on me to
play, and my mom let me play because I
loved it. Softball was something I always
loved to do. I was always passionate about
softball. I got that love from my dad.
“They put me on my first coach-pitch
team when I was around seven. I think I
was probably 11 when I started playing
travel ball. When I got older, I played
for the Missouri Madness under Glenn
Knaebel, who actually went on to be
a Division I coach. I had a little bit of
an advantage in that regard because he
was a fastpitch guy. He threw us batting
practice all the time and knew the game
really, really well.
“Just like everyone else I traveled
on weekends throughout the summer.
In Missouri it’s a little bit different
because high school softball goes on
in the fall, so at my school I actually
played volleyball. I came from a small
school, so basically I felt it was much
more beneficial to me to play travel
softball during those years than it would
have been to play high school softball.
I would do that for most of the summer
throughout the fall and then I would
move into volleyball, basketball and track.
I was a busy athlete. Growing up, being
from a smaller community, all the athletes
played everything. I think that played
a huge part in eventually helping make
me a better softball player because I was
always active and moving, so that helped
me become a more well-rounded athlete.
“In high school, I wasn’t sure if I
wanted to play softball or volleyball in
college because volleyball was so fast.
There was so much movement, which is
why I loved it. Towards my junior year I
realized that I absolutely wanted to keep
playing the sport that I’d grown up with
in softball. I don’t really think I really
began to understand how competitive

and how much I loved softball until I
went to Northwestern. The competition
was incredible. Everyone around me was
a great player and was making me better.
Coming into that team with the work
ethic they had, the drive, the amazing

“I think my will to win is
a combination of what I
learned from my family
and something I was
born with.”
pitching, that was the year we played for
the national championship, I just began
to love competing. I loved getting in the
batter’s box every time knowing I could
change the game. That’s really where I
began to absolutely love softball when I
got to college, because it was finally at
the speed I wanted to play.”
To say she thrived at that speed at
Northwestern is an understatement as
Williams went on to earn three first-team
NFCA All-American selections, was twice
chosen as the Big Ten Conference Player of
the Year and still holds the Wildcat marks
for longest hitting streak (24 games) and
single-season records for hits (91), runs
(73), total bases (155), batting average
(.440) and on-base percentage (.538).

Following her outstanding collegiate
career she moved on to a stint with the
U.S. Women’s Senior National Team,
helping the Red, White & Blue secure
the gold medal at the 2010 ISF Women’s
World Championship, and to a roster spot
with the NPF’s Chicago Bandits. Those
opportunities are ones that Williams
doesn’t take lightly.
“Putting that USA jersey on for the
first time was absolutely breathtaking,”
Williams said. “It’s what you grow up
dreaming about as a little kid. You
grow up wanting to be in the Olympics,
wanting to represent your country. It’s
what you’ve always thought about. When
I first got to do that, it was one of the
most exciting times in my life. That
summer I got to meet so many incredible
people and had the chance to play with
the very best athletes, the best softball
players in the world.
“After that summer, we all had the
opportunity to come into the NPF. I still
get to put that Bandits jersey on every day
and know that I am competing against a
Cat Osterman [and other great players].
For now this is our Olympics. That we get
to put on our uniforms and play for the
championship in August, it’s the same
level of feeling. You’re going out there
every day knowing it’s going to be a battle.
“For me I’ve seen the league grow so
much in the last six years. My first game
we were on a college field and two years
later, we had a field built specifically
for us. It was the very first facility
built solely for a women’s professional
sport. We have amazing facilities and an
incredible owner who would do absolutely
anything for us.
“The reason I love the league so much
is that so many women can play. Right
now we don’t have enough teams to give
all of the top collegiate softball players
a chance to continue playing the game.
We have All-Americans sitting on the
bench. That to me is incredible. I think
it’s so important that after college, if you
want to continue playing, that there’s
Continued on page 6
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somewhere to go. We have players who
are in their 30s still out there getting
the chance to play in front of thousands
of fans. The reason I love the league
so much is that it gives young girls
something to strive towards. With no
softball in the Olympics, the league is
now what my nieces, what the little girls,
all look to as a goal.”
Being a representative of the NPF is
also something Williams doesn’t take
lightly as she hopes to serve as a role
model for young softball players out
there dreaming of reaching the league
one day.
“I think it’s really, really important
that young females have good role
models to look up to,” Williams said.
“Whether that’s an athlete, their teacher
or their parents, whomever fits in that
role for them.
“I’ve been in Chicago for eight years
now, and I really try to make sure I reach
out to the young girls in the softball
community to let them see that it’s an
incredible experience being an athlete.
That it’s great to have the opportunity to
come up through high school and get a
scholarship and have a chance to play at
a school like Northwestern. For them to
be able to actually meet us, come watch
us play and hang out with us on the
field, those things are so important. It’s a
hard world for young girls, and it’s really
important for them to know that they can
be themselves, regardless of what that
involves. It’s really important for us to
get out there and let young girls see us in
our normal clothes, outside of the game.
That’s really been something that I have
a passion for. I took a lot of Psychology
when I was college, and that helped me
know that I really want to help young kids.
My way of doing that, is taking advantage
of every opportunity I get to be in front of
them and hopefully have a little influence
on them to choose the right path for
themselves. It’s all about giving them an
outlet and another perspective of what
they can do with their lives.”

players

That desire to help young players has
even helped guide Williams in the next
step in her softball career by becoming
an assistant coach at DePaul University.
It’s an opportunity that has allowed
her the chance to have an impact on
young players, as well as given her a new
outlook on how she personally thinks
about the game.
“Coaching under Eugene Lenti has
been an incredible learning experience

in certain spots in the line-up. How our
team’s going to benefit from that. How he
thinks he can beat this pitcher. Whatever
it is, it’s brought a lot of parts together for
me. It’s been fun thinking about all I’ve
learned, especially at Northwestern, and
adding a different twist under Coach Lenti
as far as strategy in what we’re going to do
next, almost a chess game. I prepared this
year the same way I always do, training,
hitting, everything. I think it will be
interesting for me the first time I get
on that field in a game, because I’m all
about keeping things simple and not
overthinking. I’m excited to see how
much better I am in certain situations
“I think it’s
now that I have a different way of
really, really
looking at the game. I think it’s made
me a more well-rounded player.”
important that
“One of the things I say to my kids
young females
a lot is that the day I stop loving
have good role the game, I will stop playing. I think
models to look that’s very important for everyone to
up to.”
understand while going through the
recruiting process. You’re going to be
good at what you love doing. I think
a lot of players – I know the recruiting
for me,” Williams said. “I came into
process can be exhausting – they don’t
coaching because I wanted to see if it
know what their future holds. The biggest
was something I’d enjoy as much as I did
piece of advice I would have for any player
playing. At some point I’m going to be too is to make sure that you are enjoying
old to play, my body’s not going to want
everything you do, and make sure that
me to do it anymore. That’s really why I
you’re taking care of your schoolwork,
came into the profession, to get my foot
you’re taking care of your athletics, you’re
in the door. I wanted to see if I loved
taking care of your family, all the different
coaching kids as much as I love spending
aspects of your life. You never know where
time with my teammates. It’s really been
life will lead you. I got really lucky to
something I enjoy, getting to help them
get a scholarship to Northwestern and to
and see them succeed and helping them
play on an amazing team and get drafted
reach that next level. I think my playing
and play on Team USA. A lot of that is
career will probably end in a couple of
luck. A lot of that is the work I put in.
years, and from then on, I’ll move on to
A lot of that is the wonderful genetics
helping and teaching others.
my parents provided to me. It’s all about
“It’s really interesting for me to think
understanding that it’s not about the road
about things in a different way as a coach. you go down, but choose the one that’s
I’ve always focused on fundamentals, this
best for you and enjoy every minute of it.”
is how you have to hit in a situation,
For Tammy Williams, the combination
clearing my mind for an at-bat. I enjoy
of “the will to win” and a desire to help
listening to him [Eugene Lenti] and his
others has helped her along her chosen
talk about strategies about why he does
road to achieve a long and productive
things as well as being on the other side
softball career that should continue for
of it as to why he puts certain people
many years to come. n
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Concussions:

A Growing
Concern
By Dave Hines
NFCA Manager of Media Relations

There has been a lot of
attention paid recently to
sports concussions.
Rightly so, since
sometimes the symptoms
are not immediately
noticeable and the effects
can be long lasting. Loss
of consciousness often
doesn’t occur, so sufferers
may not be aware that
they have a concussion.
It is important that an
athlete not continue to
play or be left alone if a
concussion is suspected.
(continued on page 10)
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College of St. Benedict junior outfielder Lonnica Johnson
recognized the signs of a concussion right away after hitting
her head on the ground while making a highlight-worthy diving
catch during her team’s spring trip to Florida last year.
“I had a serious concussion a few years back, so I was
familiar with the symptoms,” Johnson said. “I did not black
out or even have that hard of a time getting up. Instead, my
immediate symptoms included a pounding headache, dizziness,
nausea, trouble focusing and sensitivity to light and noise.”
“I also experienced major whiplash that demanded intensive
physical therapy. My headaches continued, along with the
nausea and sensitivity. I also
was experiencing exhaustion
after any sort of mental or
physical exertion. Doctors
required I stay in bed without
any stimulation for about 10
days.”
“When I did return to
school,” Johnson continued,
“it was hard to focus for long
periods of time, especially
in class. The continuing
headaches added to the
struggle of schoolwork. It took
about two months to start any
sort of physical activity, and
I didn’t feel 100 percent until
about four months later.”
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service’s
Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) describes a concussion
as “a type of traumatic brain
injury that is caused by a bump, blow or jolt to the head,” while
noting that concussions can also occur during a fall or from a
blow to the body that causes the head and brain to move quickly
back and forth.
Doctors often classify concussions as “mild” brain injuries,
but that doesn’t mean the effects can’t be severe. Symptoms
usually include some combination of headaches, nausea,
difficulty concentrating and thinking clearly, sensitivity to
light, trouble sleeping, vision problems, dizziness and balance
issues. Sometimes concussion sufferers experience irritability,
anxiousness or depression. Often concussion sufferers describe
“being in a fog.”
Iowa State University pitching coach Brittany Weil-Miller
said she still occasionally gets tongue-tied when she talks too
fast as a result of a severe concussion she suffered in 2007 as a
sophomore at the University of Iowa.

“I was struck by a line drive in a pitcher-catcher challenge,”
she said. “I was diagnosed with two skull fractures, a broken
bone in my ear and a brain bruise.”
“I was unable to attend classes (for three weeks), and I had
to learn to speak again.”
The best course of action after suffering a concussion is to
get a thorough examination by a doctor, who will suggest rest
and avoiding physical activities until the brain has had a chance
to heal and the symptoms have gone away. In most cases,
symptoms will go away within 7-10 days. Sometimes the effects
last weeks, months or longer, referred to as post-concussion
syndrome. Every case is different. A recovery timetable that
works for one person won’t be right for someone else.
Bob Gardner, the Executive
Director of the National
Federation of State High
School Associations (NFHS),
said that, “a culture change
is a national priority.
Concussions are not ‘dings’
— they are serious medical
conditions that need to be
addressed.”
For that reason, the NFHS,
in cooperation with the CDC,
developed a free, 20-minute
course, “Concussion in Sports
— What You Need to Know,”
(available at www.nfhslearn.
com) that it claims more than
1.2 million administrators,
coaches, officials, athletes,
parents and health-care
professionals have taken since
2010. The NFHS has also
partnered with the National
Center for Catastrophic Sports Injury Research at the University
of North Carolina, which has been collecting injury data on all
sports for more than 35 years.
A study published in the American Journal of Sports Medicine
said that concussions in high school sports are increasing by 15
percent every year, with an increase of 23 percent each year in
the sport of softball, trailing only cheerleading (26 percent) and
basketball (23 percent) for the largest annual increase.
Joel Kaden, an assistant coach at Hamline University and
a certified athletic trainer, said he’s been lucky to only see
about six concussions in his 30 years coaching. He said it’s
important that all concussions are treated thoroughly by medical
professionals.
“Concussions are not to be taken lightly,” Kaden said. “No
two concussions are the same and everyone recovers differently.
When in doubt, sit them out.” n

“I did not black out or
even have that hard of a
time getting up. Instead,
my immediate symptoms
included a pounding
headache, dizziness,
nausea, trouble focusing
and sensitivity to light and
noise.” — Lonnica Johnson
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The Effects Of Sleep
On Performance
Lindsay Thornton
Senior Sport Psychophysiologist,
United States Olympic Committee
How many times have you heard
a coach, parent, teacher, or medical
provider talk about the need to get
a good night’s sleep? As you look to
continue your softball career, it is
important to understand the impact sleep
has on your body and brain, as well as the
effect it can have on athletic performance
and recovery.
What happens to the body when we
sleep? At night, when there is less light
passing through the eyes, the brain
produces melatonin. Melatonin is the sleep
drug that makes us feel tired and helps
us go to sleep. Once we fall asleep, our
brain is disconnected from the outside
world, and we descend and ascend through
various sleep stages. We pass into light
sleep, down towards deep sleep, and then
up through a period of dreaming sleep
called rapid eye movement (REM). During
deep sleep, growth hormone is released
and cortisol is decreased.
During REM, memories are processed from
the day, associated with other memories
stored in our brain, and downloaded into the
memory center. In the morning, we wake up,
and if we’ve had sufficient sleep and haven’t
missed out on too much sleep in previous
nights, we feel well rested and ready for the
day. The immune system has been active
through the night, tissues have been grown
and repaired, and we wake up a slightly

healthier and stronger version of ourselves.
What happens when athletes don’t
get enough sleep? Insufficient sleep has
similar signs of overtraining in athletes:
more negative moods, difficulty with
motivation, and changes in immune
functioning and metabolic processes.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the
greater sleep deprivation, the greater the
impact on performance. With some sleep
loss; mood suffers. More negative moods
and lower motivation are common even
with a small amount of sleep deprivation.
With longer sleep deprivation, cognitive
performance suffers. Small mistakes can
be made in decisions, like reading a
pitch incorrectly, or technical execution
where minor changes in pitch or swing
mechanics can keep you off your game.
At 36 hours of sleep deprivation, physical
performance begins to suffer.
We have a genetically determined
need for sleep, and training demands can
increase sleep requirements: As we age,
the amount of sleep we need each night
changes. Adults need anywhere from five
to 10 hours of sleep per night, with most
requiring between seven and nine hours.
Athletes may be on the higher end of
that normal range, requiring eight to nine
hours of sleep or more, either all at night
or most at night and the remainder from
a daytime nap. Young adults (teenage
to 26) generally need about nine hours
and 15 minutes per night. During heavy
training, make getting more sleep a
priority.

We cannot ‘train’ ourselves to sleep
less: Or, rather, we cannot do so without
facing the consequences of a large sleep
debt. When speaking to athletes, I often
hear, “I’ve gotten seven hours or less
for years, so that must be how much
sleep I really need.” While we may want
to believe we can adapt to getting less
sleep, we physically cannot.
We can mask the effects of feeling
tired with caffeine, but our bodies do
not learn to cope with less sleep. A
price is paid, and in sport, this is slower
recovery due to less physical repair at
night, greater likelihood for illness due to
decreases in immune functioning at night,
less opportunity for learning from training
due to the decreased time to consolidate
memories during sleep, which potentially
results in reduced performance in sport.
We cannot get too much sleep: If you
are feeling sleepy, then it is likely you
need sleep. American culture tends to be
chronically sleep deprived, so much so
that we often don’t notice that we are
living in a sub-optimal state of feeling
tired throughout the day, or we notice we
are tired, but believe this is a normal part
of life, and therefore do nothing about it.
When we sleep longer than eight hours
per night, it is safe to assume we are
paying off accumulated sleep debt.
Types of Sleepers: There are three types
of sleepers, Larks, Hummingbirds and Owls.
About 10 percent of the population is early
risers or ‘larks.’ Lark’s internal clocks are set
slightly earlier in the day, where they feel
very awake at 5 or 6 a.m. and are ready
for bed earlier in the night. Another 10
percent of the population are at their best
late in the night, or are ‘owls,’ with internal
clocks shifted later, leaving them very
sleepy (or preferably asleep) until later in
the morning and more awake later into the
night. The remainder are hummingbirds,
falling somewhere in the middle, alert by
8 or 9 a.m. and ready for bed by 10 or 11
p.m. For coaches, fighting the teen sleep
schedule can at times feel like trying to
reverse thousands of years of evolution.
Being excessively tired in the morning isn’t
all choice for teens: it’s part biology. n
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What’s Up with the Green Smoothie Trend?
Green smoothies seem to be popping
up on every health blog and website
lately, but what’s the big deal with
them? Well for an athlete, they can be an
essential energy booster, muscle recovery
drink, and natural sleep aide.
These bright green, tasty drinks are
easy to make and contain some of the
best power foods for your body.

Here is a general formula for making your own green smoothies:
2 Cups of Leafy Greens +

2 Cups of liquid +

3 Cups of Fruit (at least
one cup frozen)

Spinach

Water

Bananas

Kale

Coconut Water

Mango

Romaine (leaves only)

Coconut Milk

Berries

Nutritional facts about
these power foods:

Bok Choy

Almond Milk

Orange

Swiss Chard

Avocado

Blueberries:
• High in fiber
• Good source of Vitamin C

Collards

Peach
Pear

Bananas:
• High source of potassium for
fighting muscle cramps
• Mix of sugar and fiber in the fruit is
an endurance booster
• Contain high amounts of
tryptophan, an amino acid, which
helps boost serotonin production
and can lead to a better night sleep
Spinach/Kale:
• Rich in vitamin K
• Good source of iron, a key
component of energy production
Apples:
• High in fiber, apples take longer
to digest giving a more prolonged
energy lift than other fruits

HEALTH

Powerhouse Green Smoothie

Apple

2 Cups Fresh Spinach or Kale
Pineapple
2 Cups Water
1 Cup Frozen Blueberries
Grapes
1 Banana
1 Cup Chopped Apple (with skin)
*Makes a 32oz smoothie
*If a sweeter taste is desired add 1 Tbsp. of natural
sweetener like honey or stevia.
1.) In a blender, mix leafy greens and water until
smooth.
2.) Add fruit to blender and mix until well blended.
3.) Mix in a handful of almonds, walnuts or flax seeds for
an extra boost of energy.
4.) Serve.

Word Search!
Custom Word Search Puzzle

Aggies
Bobcats
Bruins
Buckeye
Bulldog
Bulls
Cardinals
Chippewas
Crimson Tide
Dragons
Ducks
Dukes
Eagles
Falcons
Fighting Okra
Gators
Hawks
Hilltop
Huskers
Jaguar
Knights
Longhorns
Minutemen
Owls
Panthers
Patriots
Racers
Razorback
Rebels
Red Birds
Roadrunner
Salukis
Seminoles
Slugs
Sooners
Statesman
TarHeels
The Herd
Thunderbird
Tigers
Titans
Viking
Vols
Wildcat
Wolverines
Zips
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Road Map
Freshman Year:

1) Get a copy of the NCAA’s Guide for the College Bound
Student Athlete.**
2) Plan your academic course load so that you’re taking
required NCAA core courses. This will include at least
2-3 years of math; 4 years of English; Science/Lab
Science; History/Government; Language; and so on.
3) Play the most competitive travel ball you can.
4) Whenever you have the opportunity, visit college
campuses to see what the collegiate experience is all
about.
5) Purchase a copy of Preparing to Play Softball at the
Collegiate Level from the National Fastpitch Coaches
Association.
6) Optional: Attend college camps or clinics.

NOTE: ** If you graduate in 2016 or beyond, you will
need to be prepared to meet the new NCAA Division I
Initial Eligibility Standards. If you graduate in 2018 or
beyond, you will need to meet the new NCAA Division II
Initial Eligibility Standards. See my book or
http://www.eligibilitycenter.org/ for more information.
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By Catharine Aradi
Collegiate Softball Connection
www.fastpitchrecruiting.com

Sophomore Year:

1) Continue to take the required NCAA core courses.
2) Track your core course GPA to ensure you are getting
the very best grades you can!
3) Review the NCAA’s Guide for the College Bound
Student Athlete to be sure you understand what
recruiting guidelines apply to you.
4) Continue to play competitive travel ball.
5) Begin to research schools and teams to find out
what sort of collegiate experience will be right for
you.
6) If you haven’t already, purchase a copy of Preparing
to Play Softball at the Collegiate Level from the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association.
7) Begin taking unofficial visits to colleges.
8) Optional: Attend college camps or clinics.
9) ELITE PLAYERS: Make a skills video and upload it to
YouTube. Put together introductory packets to send
to college coaches. Target all sorts of teams, not just
the big name programs. Plan on writing at least 40
to 50 colleges.**
10) ALL PLAYERS: If you’re not doing a complete mailing,
consider sending out introductory postcards with
your grad year, contact information, travel team and
upcoming travel ball schedule.

recruiting

A Year-By-Year Calendar
for College-Bound Athletes
Junior Year:

Senior Year:

NCAA: www.eligibilitycenter.org
NAIA: www.playnaia.org
FAFSA: www.fafsa.ed.gov
NFCA: www.nfca.org
NJCAA: www.njcaa.org
NWAACC: www.nwaacc.org
CCCAA: www.cccaasports.org

** Recruiting timelines vary tremendously from Division
I to Division III and NAIA schools. Since 75 percent of
all players will compete at the Division II, Division III or
NAIA level, keep in mind that while coaches at Division
I schools may be scouting freshmen and sophomores, (as
well as juniors), the majority of college coaches are more
likely to be focusing on juniors and seniors. For most
athletes, this process is a marathon, not a sprint, and
you may have to continue contacting coaches into the
fall or even the winter of your senior year.

1) Continue to take the required NCAA core courses.
2) Track your core course GPA to ensure you are getting
the very best grades you can!
3) Review the NCAA’s Guide for the College Bound
Student Athlete to be sure you understand what
recruiting guidelines apply to you.
4) Continue to play competitive travel ball.
5) Register with the NCAA and the NAIA Eligibility
Centers if you haven’t already done so.
6) Schedule and take the SAT and ACT at least once.
7) If you haven’t already, purchase a copy of Preparing
to Play Softball at the Collegiate Level from the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association.
8) Make a skills video or update your existing video and
upload it to YouTube.
9) Put together introductory packets (or updates) to
send to college coaches. Target all sorts of teams,
not just the big name programs. Plan on writing at
least 40 to 50 colleges.
10) Begin taking unofficial visits to colleges.

1) Continue to take the required NCAA core courses.
2) Track your core course GPA to ensure you are getting
the very best grades you can!
3) Review the NCAA’s Guide for the College Bound
Student Athlete to be sure you understand what
recruiting guidelines apply to you.
4) Take the SAT and ACT again at least once.
5) Check with the NCAA and the NAIA Eligibility Centers
to make sure your certification is current.
6) Continue to play competitive travel ball.
7) Follow up (by phone) with schools you’ve contacted
or who have contacted you.
8) Begin/continue taking visits to colleges, particularly
the schools that are recruiting you.
9) Begin applying to colleges.
10) Make sure your parents apply for financial aid in
January by filing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA).

By staying on track from the beginning to end of your
high school career, you will hopefully find the school
that can offer you the collegiate experience you’ve been
dreaming of!
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Recruit Video
Guidelines
These days, video is everywhere,
and for a softball player who wants
to play in college, it’s essential.
Thanks to online tools like YouTube
and Vimeo, videos can be uploaded,
linked, and sent almost instantly to
the schools of your choice. Coaches
can then get an insight into your
skills, even though they haven’t seen
you in person.
Since a recruiting video is such an
important part of today’s recruiting
process, an NFCA committee of
coaches, headed by Rachel Hanson,
Dartmouth College, and Denise Davis,
Planet Fastpitch, developed guidelines
to help players, parents and coaches
produce their optimal recruit video.
One of the goals of the
recommendations is to afford all
student-athletes equal access to
exposure, so equipment needs and
quantity of both skills and repetitions
is minimal. “We want everyone to feel
they can execute a recruit video at
their local level,” Hanson said.
The recommendations include
both offense (hitting, slapping and
baserunning) and defense for infield,
outfield, pitching and catching. So,
let’s get started!
At right is a synopsis of the
requirements for making a great
video. For a more detailed overview
of recording pitching sequences,
defensive positions sets, and
suggested skills and repetitions,
please visit www.nfca.org.
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Recommendations and
guidelines
I dentify your name and grad year only,
music is not recommended.
n A lined field is recommended but
not mandatory, with fence distances
identified.
n Bases in place and a fungo hitter for
defense sets.
n Equipment: tee; a bucket of 20-30
balls; tripod and video camera that
shoots 60 frames per second (fps) –
iPads and smart phones only shoot at
30 fps.
n A receiver for IF/OF throws, a batter in
the box for a catcher’s throws, and a
catcher for a pitcher’s pitches.
n Camera should run continuously during
a set, but stop between skills.
n Recommend 2 positions only if a utility
player.
n

Offensive Standards for
SLAP HITTER (9 swings total)
 igh/In: ball on tee is placed on inside
H
front corner of the plate, goal is to
hit between shortstop and pitcher’s
mound.
n Middle/Middle: ball on tee is placed
at front of the plate, goal is to hit
between third base and shortstop.
n Low/Out: ball on tee is placed at back
outside corner of the plate, goal is hit
between third base and shortstop.
Note: reps should be of YOUR short game
(slash, push, chop, power slap)
n

Offensive Standards for
Baserunning – Timed Run
1. Film player Home-1st and Home-Home
2. One time at each distance
3. Player may rest between sets

Defensive Specifics

(visit www.nfca.org for more detail)
1 B: 10 plays total showing fielding,
receiving, and throws
n 2B: 8 plays total showing fielding,
throwing, double plays
n 3B: 8 plays total showing fielding,
throwing, bunt coverage
n SS: 8 plays total showing fielding,
throwing, double plays
n OF: 18 plays showing groundballs, fly
balls, throwing
n C: 24 plays covering throws, blocking,
receiving, bunt coverage
n P: 8 plays showing fielding, throwing,
bunt coverage
n

Offensive Guidelines
n

Hit off tee in 3 ZONES:
1. Middle/Middle Zone – 1 set x 3 reps
2. High/In Zone – 1 set x 3 reps
3. Low/Out Zone – 1 set x 3 reps

Offensive Specifics
(9 swings total)
 igh/In: tee and ball are at the front
H
inside corner of the plate, goal is to hit
rising line drives to left field area (for
right hand hitter).
n Low/Out: tee and ball are moved to the
back outside corner of the plate, goal
is to hit rising line drives to right field
area (for right hand hitter).
n Middle/Middle: tee and ball are moved
the center front of the plate, goal is to
hit rising line drives up the middle.
n

Pitching

(visit www.nfca.org for more detail)
n

5 rounds of pitch sequences:
1. 8 pitches in 4 corners (up/in, up/
out, low/in, low/out)
2. 4 pitches in 4 corners
3. 4 pitches in your best zone
4. 4 combination pitches
5. 4 combination pitches
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NFCA Testing Measurables
By Rachel Hanson
Head Coach, Dartmouth College
In an effort to bring more clarity to
the world of softball recruiting, the NFCA
has put together a series of objective
measurables. These measurables, while
they do not replace in-person softball
skill evaluation, can serve as an aid to
both coaches and recruits as an early step
in the recruiting process. By providing
a snapshot of athletic ability for college
coaches, they open the door to athletes
in all areas of the country regardless
of access to top level travel teams,
geographic location, resources, etc.
The NFCA has developed two measuring
options: a basic option, where equipment
should be easy and inexpensive to obtain,
and an advanced option that requires
electronic equipment. The basic option is
outlined below, while you can obtain the
advanced best practices and more detailed
information for both
options on the NFCA
web site at www.
nfca.org.
Good luck on
your path to college
stardom!

Fastest Pitch
Velocity

Pitcher selects her fastest pitch and throws it 3 times; if a pitch
“misses” the readable area, it counts as an attempt but not a
valid speed; recorder records all 3 speeds with a radar gun.

Change Up Pitch Same process, except pitcher selects off-speed pitch.
Velocity
RPM

Same process except RPM (revolutions/minute) and speed are
recorded using a RevFire gun; pitcher selects one movement pitch
for all attempts.

Pop Time

Catcher starts with both feet square on the line behind home
plate; in stance with catching arm extended and ball in glove;
start stop watch on first move; end when hits glove/net at
second base; best 3 times recorded.

Overhand Throw
Velocity

6 shuffle and throws from behind the line; throw distance is 60
feet; measure with radar gun from behind thrower; 3 best speeds
recorded.

Ball Exit
Speed

5 attempts total, record top 3 times; ball is placed on a tee and
batter hits into a net; measure speed of ball from behind the
batter; take the best 3 ball exit speeds; calculate average ball
exit speed of all valid hits.

Pro Agility
Shuttle

2 runs; run 5-10-5 yards; to start, player touches center cone
with glove side hand; stopwatch starts when hand leaves center
cone and stops when returns back to the center cone only after
touching both lateral side cones with hand; player must face
the same direction the whole time; when starting to the right,
right hand touches line, then left hand on opposite line, sprint
through center-line; test both directions and average.

20 Yard
Sprint

2 runs; run 60 feet; athlete assumes ready position behind line;
timer starts when first foot HITS the ground after start; timer
stops when any part of athlete crosses finish line.

Vertical Jump

3 jumps; athlete stands side-on to a wall and reaches up with the
hand closest to the wall; keeping the feet flat on the ground, the
point of the fingertips is marked or recorded – this is called the
standing reach height; athlete then stands away from the wall and
leaps vertically as high as possible using both arms and legs to assist
in projecting the body upwards – attempt to touch the wall at the
highest point of the jump; recorder marks the peak of jump on the
wall; the difference in distance between the standing reach height
and the jump height is the score; the best of 3 attempts is recorded.

Grip Strength

The player holds a dynamometer in the hand to be tested, with
the arm at right angles and the elbow by the side of the body;
when ready, the player squeezes the dynamometer with maximum
isometric effort, which is maintained for about 5 seconds;
scoring: the best result from 3 trials for each hand is recorded,
with at least 15 seconds recovery between each effort; record the
best effort for each hand.
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Early Recruiting
By Kevin Shelton
Head Coach, Texas Glory Gold
Background
Recruiting… a word in the softball
community that conjures up a myriad
of ideas and emotions. There did exist
a time when the “recruiting process”
seemed reasonable. Late 2004 was the
very beginning of my experience with the
business of College Softball recruiting.
Back then; the norm was that many
athletes committed to big schools in the
fall of their junior year. We considered
that “early recruiting.” As late as the
fall of 2006 we had an athlete take five
official visits in the fall of her senior year.
Things began to change, rapidly.
The next fall, 2008, our first sophomore
committed, followed the next fall by a
freshman. Now that’s early recruiting!
The majority of the big schools, not
all, are moving to get kids sooner than
ever. Consequently, the parents with
awareness have become more aggressive,
pushing their athletes earlier. As travel
ball coaches, we now must encourage
our kids to maximize exposure sooner or
potentially get left behind.
Recruiting Process
The change in the “process” has been
primarily on the front end. We still have
athletes committing to Division 1 in their
junior year. And we still see many seniors
making their final Division 2, Division
3, NAIA and Junior College choices even
past Christmas. This is not much different
than it was years ago.
But, for those “elite athletes” or those
who think they are special, early exposure
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is critical to getting on the “early
commitment” train. Big School coaches
are identifying athletes at an earlier and
earlier age. Identification might be good.
Pulling the trigger…? It may work for a
few, but for the majority it is problematic
at best.
I’m often asked, “What do you think
about early recruiting?” The question is so
loaded… where to begin?
First, let’s be clear that this is not
a concern isolated to softball. “Early
Recruiting” is a societal issue, in that
many of the other women’s sports like
soccer are experiencing the same thing
and wrestling with the accompanying
difficulties.
It remains a “problem” with a boatload
of causes and no apparent responsible
parties. College Coaches blame parents
and club coaches. Select Coaches point
the finger at college coaches and say, “If
you didn’t make an offer this would all
stop.” Parents don’t know what to think.
Most have very little understanding of the
process and some get extremely emotional
until their kid commits. Seemingly
desperate, parents are sometimes swayed
by other inexperienced moms and dads, as
well as tons of misinformation that swirls
around them.
Identifying The Best Fit
The reality is, recruiting is a
dynamic and complex process. The four
constituents include college coaches,
club coaches, athlete’s parents and, oh
yeah, the kids themselves. And make no
mistake, these days recruiting involves
very young kids. Also, avoid the trap of
thinking the aspirations and needs of the
parents’ and the kids’ main concerns are

the same. How could they be? Each family
and recruit are unique with distinctive
circumstances to be considered for each
player.
Each of these constituents has a wide
range of perspectives and priorities. In a
perfect world, after our athletes have had
a chance to do some maturing (physically,
emotionally and mentally) and maybe
have some idea of what they might like
to do with their lives, athletes would
evaluate schools, coaches and rosters to
try find the best fit. And coaches would
get to make more informed choices about
which young ladies they want to help
them keep their job.
Forget maturity. How about a little
life experience before making a decision
that will undoubtedly impact the rest of
their lives? How many of us had to make
a choice about our entire future before
Christmas of our freshman year in high
school?
The often-overlooked issue of a college
degree or field of study is actually the
most critical issue as it relates to the
future for our athletes.
Reviewing Your Options
In a perfect world, perspective,
priorities, athletic ability and school’s
need would align to create a harmonious
activity that generated positive results
for all parties. There are very few 9th
graders that have perspective or know
their priorities. Athletic potential might
be discernable … maybe. To further
complicate the issue, I bet it is really
challenging for a school to know its needs
four and five years out? So the important
variables for making a solid choice are all
unknowns. Scary for the entire sport.
From an outside view looking in, the
system would appear to be completely
insane. That sounds strong, but when
I try to explain the “early recruiting
process” to someone who knows nothing
about it, they literally can’t believe it,
which I understand. It makes no sense
and is actually pretty funny when you
say it out loud. The narrative might go
something like this:
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“No, no really, 14-and 15-year old
girls are making commitments to play
in college before they ever play a single
high school softball game, before they
have any idea what they want to study
or do after college… I know, I know,
but I’m serious. In fact, now, if they
haven’t committed by the time they are
sophomores, a level of panic sets in and
all kind of nutty behavior can ensue . . .”
Player Evaluation
Yes, college coaches ask me about my
seventh and eighth graders and want to
know who has a chance to play in the
Big XII or SEC. My response to those
questions, is, “I’m not sure which of these
seventh and eighth graders will make our
best 16u team.” As a staff we usually
don’t have a good idea who will play
on our best 18u squad until they finish
their freshman summer. There is so much
growth that happens between eighth
grade and tenth grade.
We find that you can really begin to
get a sense of our athlete’s potential after
they play their first year of high school
ball. It’s the first time in their lives they
practice/play every day. A physical and
emotional maturity begins to emerge. But
it is just the start. How are we going to
project eighth graders and freshmen five
years into the future and against 22-yearold All-Americans?
Sure, you can tell who is athletic and
who has that special little competitive
streak that is the seed of the super
athlete flower. But we have all seen the
“big” kid that never grew, the great kid
who lost interest or the million other
reasons a young person might decide that
serious softball is not for them. Projecting
talent, heart and smarts into the future
is a guessing game. Experience can make
one better at it, but it is certainly not a
science.
Potential Risks
While trying to explain the nature of
the process to the casual observer, I’m
sure my condemnation of it is clear, but
inside my head it kind of sounds like I’m

What Recruiting Means To Me
By Kailey Anderson (class of 2017)
Texas Glory 16U
As I begin my seventh year with
Texas Glory, the reality of recruitment
has really dawned on me. Working
toward my goals in the recruiting
stage has also made me realize it is a
life-changing decision. My choice will
direct and guide my future.
As a metaphoric similarity, I
compare the recruiting process with
choosing my favorite shoe; how it
feels, can I wear it with anything, is
it comfortable and how long will they
last? In the whole college decision
aspect, are the coaches and school
able to meet my needs for the future?
Will their degree plans prepare me for
my future and my success? Will I be
able to wear those colors with pride?
Will I continue to love playing the
game there and will it open doors for a
new confident ME?
I have been asked the question,
“Do I feel as though I should commit
early?” My answer is no. It must be
defending it. Very confusing. The listener
tells me, “Hey, none of that passes the
common sense test. You’re telling me that
big time college coaches are committing
hundreds of thousands of dollars and
betting their jobs on the potential and
integrity of 14-and 15-year old girls?”
Yes, I guess they are.
Interestingly, the one group that
routinely comments that “early verbals”
are ok by them are the mid-major coaches
and the top Division 2 programs. It clears
the decks for them to begin their process.
It narrows the field and they spend far
less resources chasing an athlete they
may never get. But this phenomenon
serves only to feed the frenzy. It allows
the process to creep earlier for even more
kids.

a near perfect fit. If the right school
approaches me, and it reaches all
that I desire especially the program,
then the decision to commit will be
instinctive. Committing early isn’t
my number one objective, finding my
perfect school is.
The cons to committing early
are simply the urge to be done
with process and be worry free. The
tendency to lose focus and desire until
college ball officially begins, starts
when rushing into commitment.
The pros of waiting could be
making sure the program has your
best interest in hand and giving the
player an opportunity of weighing in
on all concerns such as: degree plans,
travel from home, campus appearance,
financial aid, and needs for you and
the type of player you are.
I am looking for the coaching staff,
school, and program that want what I
have to offer as a player and student.
I want to be challenged and I want to
contribute when I arrive. My mission is
to work hard and earn MY position.
Sometimes it really seems comical.
In order to serve our youngsters, we
have to face the reality of the situation,
even if we do not like it. Often, as I’m
telling a college coach about a solid
youngster we have, we both chuckle
about the ridiculousness of it, but we
both seem resigned to the fact that early
commitments are here to stay – a paradox
of the highest order.
Suggestion
Many have tried to offer suitable
solutions. I have yet to hear an idea that
would change things that college coaches
would embrace. And in the end, the only
folks that can stop the early verbals are
Continued on page 34
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10
Top

Most Important Things To
Consider When Being Recruited
Develop a respectful relationship
with your coach. Make your team a
priority. Your commitment to your
team, training, academics, etc., will
help you earn a high recommendation from
your coach.

Travel Ball
Perspective

By Linda Derk
Manager, Team FLA 16 & 18U Gold

The entire recruiting process has
evolved over the years to become an
evil monster (my professional opinion)
in more ways than one! Listed below is
a list of considerations to help tame the
monster. Hopefully, these suggestions can
make the process a healthy, happy one
and make the experience successful.

1

Have A Plan
Hard to reach your destination if you
have NO idea where you are going. Be
organized in your approach. Be consistent
in your approach. Be positive in your
approach. Most importantly it is your
approach (student-athlete). Parents
should play an active assistant role.

2

Academic Preparation
Without the grades you can’t play.
Good grades are a huge attraction to
college coaches. Having good grades
will prove to college coaches that you
are able to manage the stress of college
competition and maintain academic
eligibility to compete.

3

Athletic Preparation
If softball is truly the sport you are
passionate about, make it your priority.
Work hard every day. Manage your time
and create a consistent schedule so there
is quality practice time.

4

Travel/Club Team
It is important to be on a team that will
provide an opportunity to be seen and has
a staff that can actively assist the studentathlete in the recruiting process. A quality
club coach can be your best marketing tool.
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5

Physical Fitness/Health
Let’s face it...it’s hard to be good if
you are not in shape! A strong body can
create a strong mind! It elevates your
focus and intensity! In conjunction with
your softball training, the student-athlete
needs to have a consistent workout and
nutritional plan. This will help to avoid
injuries and stay strong from the first
game of the tournament to the last game
of the tournament.

6

College Research
There are a ton of options, divisions,
and sizes of colleges out there. When
researching colleges, it is important to
consider: location, size, majors, cost,
division, softball program offered, coaches,
and need for your position to name a
few. Initially fill your basket with a lot of
schools. It will form a smaller basket while
you work through the process.

7

Recruiting Timeline/Ncaa Rules For
Recruiting
Ncaa.org will provide the student-athlete
and parents with the rules regarding
softball recruiting. There are also a
different set of rules for NAIA and Junior
Colleges. It is important you visit the site
and become familiar with the guidelines.
You are a recruitable athlete in the ninth
grade and the ncaa does not recognize
a verbal commitment as binding. With
that said, know the rules and have a
consistent approach in the recruiting
process.

8

Know What Types Of Scholarships
Are Available
Generally speaking YOU will not get a full

athletic scholarship...not trying to be
Debbie Downer...but if you are picking
a college based on a FULL athletic
scholarship...it is like throwing a dart
at a pea from 60 feet...high probability
you won’t hit the pea! Depending on
the types of schools you are looking
at will determine what type of athletic
scholarship is available (NCAA, NAIA,
JUCO). With good grades, there is the
ability to combine athletic and academic
money. Scholarships.com is another
site that can assist in finding other
scholarships available outside the college
scholarships.

9

Marketing Process
Find a way to set yourself apart from
everyone else. Attend camps at colleges
on your list, send a short (five min
max) video of your skills, visit schools
unofficially, fill out college athletic
questionnaires early, send your club
schedule, send a short interest letter
with a short biography and contact the
coaches. They can’t recruit you unless
they know you are out there.

10

Ask Questions
Talking with a college coach can
be an intimidating experience. One of my
favorite sayings is, “Proper prior planning
prevents pathetically poor performance.”
Have a list of questions ready to go for your
interview. Practice them ahead of time with
your parents and be sure you are the one
asking the questions… you will be the one
attending college not your parents. When
you are finished, then they can ask away :)
The recruiting process will be one of
the most important processes you will
ever go through. If you have a clear plan
and follow a consistent positive approach,
it will be a very HEALTHY, HAPPY, AND
SUCCESSFUL ONE!
Remember, “SUCCESS IS A JOURNEY...
NOT A DESTINATION!” Good luck in your
recruiting journey! n

10

Top

By Donna J Papa
Head Coach, University of North Carolina

recruiting
Most Important Things
When Being Recruited
College Coach
Perspective

Being recruited can be a very exciting time for you as a student-athlete. You have
been playing softball and working at being the best you can be for quite a while. Some
of you may have started playing at the age of five and have continued playing the
sport you love. You decide at some point that you want to continue playing in college.
There are many attributes that a coach may be looking for in the recruiting process,
and it may vary from program to program. You can heighten your chances of a coach
putting you on their list of prospects, keeping you on their list, or potentially taking
you off of it. What is it that is going to get you noticed or help you realize that dream
and be able to have that opportunity?

1

Character – do you have
the ability to display high
character and respect on a
consistent basis?

2

Academics – are you doing
what it takes in the classroom
to keep the doors open for
you? Are you willing to put in the
hard work and sacrifice it is going to
take to receive your degree and play
at a high level?

3

Coachability – are you willing
to make changes to improve
your game or buy into the

plan?

4

Commitment/Work ethic – are
you willing to sacrifice some
of your time for your team and
your improvement as an individual
player? What do you do to separate
yourself on a daily basis? Are you
willing to do “ONE” more?

5

Being a Good teammate – are
you able to be both a leader
and a follower?

6

Attitude – are you somebody
that comes to practice and
games focused and ready to
put all your energy into your team?

7

Skill set – agility, power,
speed, defense - What areas
are your strengths? What areas
need improvement?

8

Knowledge of the game – do
you know the game and are
you continually learning how
to play it?

9

Mental game – do you have
one and are you investing
time in developing one –
mental toughness; failure/recovery
mechanism? Do you maintain your
poise in high-pressure situations?

10

Communication – are you
willing to not only hear
but listen to coaches and
teammates? Are you willing to share
your thoughts in a respectful way?
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Answer to Crossword Puzzle from p. 8

Across
1. Four
5. Ball
10. Eye black
11. Umpire
12. RBI
14. Eagles
15. Interference
16. Three up three down
19. Snow cone
20. Rundown
23. Stealing
25. Homerun
26. International
28. Signal
29. Full count
30. Aradi
32. Oklahoma City
35. Tag up
36. Tufts

Down
2. On deck
3. Run
4. Sunflower seeds
6. Line drive
8. Fungos
9. Title IX
13. Bullpen
16. Tammy Williams
17. Rainout
18. Warning track
21. Wilson
22. Curveball
24. ERA
27. Lineup
31. Fourty two
33. Crow hop
34. Triple
37. Foul

recruiting
How To Get On A Coach’s
By Katie Anne Bailey (Freshman)
Mississippi State University
A player and a goal. That’s how
freshman Katie Anne Bailey of Madison,
Miss., began her journey to Mississippi
State. As a collegiate newcomer, Bailey
breaks down what her recruitment process
was like and gives some helpful hints to
those setting out on the recruiting trail.
How It All Started...
For me, the recruiting process began in
the ninth grade. It seems like it’s getting
younger and younger, but for me, my
ninth grade year was when the heavy
recruiting began.
My tenth grade year was the first time
I had ever gone on a visit to a campus.
My summer ball coach helped me get on
Mississippi State’s radar. That’s really how
it gets started with a lot of recruiting.
The Importance Of Summer Softball
Coaches...
It really gets started by playing travel ball
with a good coach who is connected to the
college softball community. That summer
coach doesn’t have to know all the head
coaches, but he or she probably knows a
lot of assistants, recruiting coordinators
and personnel at the collegiate level.
That’s what happened to me.
Tournaments = Attention...
A lot of it just comes down to who knows
who and being in the right place at the
right time.
Coaches are going to come to the
tournaments. Schools and coaches you
have never even heard of are going to see
you. You may not know who they are, but
they see you and they reach out to you.
That happened for me.
Email Is A Great Tool For You...
When you’re recruiting, it’s important to
reach out to the college coaches. When

you have schools you’re interested in,
in the middle of the week before your
weekend tournaments start, you need to
email them your schedule. They may only
watch half a game here and half a game
there, so you need to let them know your
game schedule.
Get your email out there with your
game times, location and opponent. That
opponent can matter. It’s a right place,
right time situation. If they’re there
to watch Sally Sue on the other team
because she hits 85 home runs a weekend
and you’re also playing in that game,
they’ll see you. That’s a check mark for
you.
Sending out your information is
important. Even if it’s not about a game,
getting your name out there is key. Let
them know your name, position, grade
and what you’re interested in and working
towards. If you get your name out there,
when they see it later, they remember it.
You can never send enough emails.
I remember thinking, “Oh my gosh I’ve
sent these emails to these coaches every
weekend.” But it matters. It really does.
It’s harmless. All they can do is open it
and either delete it or save it.

Radar

Going Camping...
Camps are very important. I went to
many, many camps. I gave up a lot of
things to go to these camps, but in the
end, it was worth it. Definitely.
Camps can never hurt you. Don’t think
that you can’t go to somebody else’s
camp just because you’re being recruited
by another place, coach or team. For my
camp choices, I knew I wanted to stay in
the South. I knew my goal was to play in
the Southeastern Conference, so I stayed
in the South.
If you know that you want to play
somewhere – go to that camp. It can do
nothing but help you. If you are going
to go to that camp, send an email to the
coach. That way when they see your name,

they’ll make a point to watch you, because
you’ve already reached out to them.
Again, Email Is Key...
One other good thing about sending
emails to multiple coaches and schools
is that one school may not have your
position open for your recruiting class.
That school may not need you for your
year. But, those coaches know a lot of
people, too.
Videos Are Always An Option...
I never sent out videos. Some people do.
That can be important for farther away
locations. If you have that coach who
maybe can’t come to your tournament,
that’s one way to get her to see you.
Final Thought – Be You...
Emails and being personable are the
strongest points of recruiting.
Coaches like when you come up to
them, shake their hand and introduce
yourself to them. That’s a huge point.
They’re going to remember that. It shows
you have confidence in yourself right
off the bat. Of course a coach wants a
confident player. It also shows maturity.
It’s a fun process. It can be a stressful
process, but in the end just remember
how lucky you are to get to do all these
kinds of things. There are some kids who
would love to be in your shoes.
Make it fun! n
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Favorite Quote and Walk-Out Song
Lauren Cumbess, Senior P/IF (Kentucky)
Song: “Shake Ya Tailfeather” by Nelly
Quote: “The vision of a champion is bent over, drenched
in sweat, at the point of exhaustion, when nobody
else is looking.” (Mia Hamm)
Brigit Godfrey, Junior SS/2B (Florida Tech)
Song: “I Can’t Stop” by Flux Pavilion
Quote: “I’m going to show you how great I am.”
(Unknown)
Alex Sarkowsky, Senior C/UT (Wesleyan)
Song: “Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is” by Jet
Quote: “Baseball is the only field of endeavor where a
man can succeed three times out of ten and be
considered a good performer.” (Ted Williams)
Jill Gately, Junior SS/3B (Wesleyan)
Song: “Eight Second Ride” by Jake Owen
Quote: “Clear eyes, full hearts, can’t lose.” (Friday Night
Lights)

By Dani Hoff (Junior 1B)
University of North Texas (Denton, Texas, Division 1)
When I look at myself in the mirror, I just see a normal
person. I don’t understand how anyone could ever look up to
me, because, like I said, I’m just a normal person. It wasn’t
until this summer that it really hit me that there are little girls,
little softballers out there, that look up to me as a role model.
I can’t say exactly what it was that made me finally understand
that there are little girls that want to be just like me. Maybe
it was spending time with my dad’s 12 and under team that
basically clung to every word I said. Maybe it was the friend
requests on social media from cute little pigtailed girls in
softball pants. Maybe it was just a coming of age realization.
But this realization scared me in a way. It made me question
everything I’ve done in the past. What have I done to better
the future generations of softball players? What have all of
these little girls learned from me? Is it all good?
This summer, I dedicated the majority of my time to
becoming the best possible person I could be, in order to be
the best possible role model I could be. It started with me
getting my first job at (bet you could have guessed this) a
softball field. I worked just about every other weekend and a
couple nights during the week keeping score of games. During

Amy Lindland, Senior 2B/OF (Wesleyan)
Song: “Lucifer” by Jay-Z
Quote: “Be glad of life because it gives you the chance to
love and to work and to play and to look up at the
stars.” (Henry van Dyke)
Kelsey Donahue, Senior OF (Florida Tech)
Song: “Down and Out” by Tantric
Quote: “There are far, far better things ahead than any we
leave behind.” (Unknown)
Elizabeth Eby, Junior UT (Florida Tech)
Song: 		 “Kick It in the Sticks” by Brantley Gilbert
Quote: 		 “Our greatest fear is not that we are inadequate,
our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure.” (Marianna Williamson)

How I Spent
My Summer
the week, I took a summer class. Before this summer, I was
never concerned with doing anything but getting by in my
classes, but I studied more than I ever have for my summer
class to make sure I got an A. I also spent a lot more time
this summer than I ever have training for softball. Every
day I made sure I did something productive, whether it was
running, jumping rope, taking batting practice, or just doing
endless ab workouts in my living room.
My very favorite part of the summer, though, was the
time I was lucky enough to spend with my dad’s little 12 and
under team, Texas Glory 2020. I went and helped out at as
many practices and games as I could. I’m not sure if the girls
learned more from me or if I learned more from them. While I
was teaching them to field ground balls and turn double plays,
they were reminding me just how fun the game really is.
While my summer may not sound like the most interesting
one, to me, it has been the best one yet. The time I spent
working, going to school, training, and coaching not only
made me a better person, but also it taught me so much
about being a role model.
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A Day In the Life of a
By JJ Jorgenson (Senior SS)
Concordia University (Irvine Calif.)
I wake up at around 8:30 a.m.
every morning. I hit snooze once
NAIA Player
and check Instagram before I
Perspective
get out of bed. My routine is
to do my makeup and the normal
bathroom necessities and then get
dressed. I am really lazy about
getting dressed up for anything,
so I wear the appropriate color
softball shirt for the day and
either yoga pants or shorts. Then
I make my way to the cafeteria
for breakfast! (I love their
breakfast!!)
For breakfast I eat a little bit
of oatmeal, three pieces of French
toast, and two eggs over easy or an
omelet with a glass of milk. You do not
understand how much I love breakfast! I
can eat it all day long, 24 hours a day! It is
my biggest meal of the day!
My first class (Monday schedule) starts at 9:30 a.m.
and it is human physiology. I really find the human body
interesting and glad that I am taking this
class. It is very detailed about what
goes on in the body. After that
class, I have a 30-minute break
to go to my room then back
to class for the lab section of
human physiology.
Class ends at 1 p.m., so
I get lunch at the cafeteria
immediately after class and
then go back to my room to
hang out until practice time.
I get to [the field] at around
1:45 p.m. to set up for practice.
After changing for practice, we take

the equipment to the field and then go through our warm-up of
dynamic stretches and throwing. Warm-ups are at 2:10 p.m. so
that we will be ready to begin practice at 2:30 p.m.
Unfortunately, I sprained my ankle this year.
So before practice, I do ankle rehab with
Thera-bands and also range of motion
movements. After practice, I ice both
sides of my ankle and depending
on what we did that day – I ice
my arm or take an ice bath (if
we run a lot then an ice bath is
needed!).
Finally study time! I study
after practice and dinner. I study
until it’s time to go to bed or
whenever I feel I completed my
assignments or feel good about
the material I am studying. On
days when I have a lot of homework
or studying to do, I try to go to bed
by 12:30 a.m. When I don’t have that
much schoolwork, I try to be in bed by
10:30 p.m. It feels good to go to sleep
early and have the chance to
sleep in when class doesn’t
start until 9:30 a.m.!
If I had free time I
would probably tan by
the pool, go shopping,
go to the beach, go to
Disneyland, go on hikes,
go paddle boarding, go
on adventures! So many
possibilities!!!! Socially I
love hanging out with my friends
and boyfriend...even if we don’t do anything.
It’s nice to hang out and relax for once. Even
though I am around my teammates 24/7, I
can’t get sick of them! n

I love
breakfast! I
can eat it all day
long, 24 hours a
day!

COLLEGE LIFE
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College Student-Athlete
By Krista Williams (Freshman OF)
Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill. D1)

Division 1 Player
Perspective

8 a.m.: Wake up call. The first thing I do is
reach for my phone to check Instagram and
respond to any texts I got. It’s hard to wake up
early for a 9 a.m. class, but it’s nice to start
early so I’m done with class early, too.
8:15 a.m.: Breakfast! Usually I hit up the
dining hall in my dorm at Sargent with my
teammate Alcy Bush. My favorite breakfast
is a ham, bacon, tomato and mushroom
omelet from Q, this friendly guy who has
been working the omelet station for years.
9 a.m.: My first class of today is
Economics in a giant building on campus we call
“Tech.” I got lost looking for the classroom on the first day,
but once you get to know the building it is super easy to get
around. They actually have an app you can use to help you find
where you are going.
10 a.m.: My next class is Spanish in Kresge Hall,
which is a lot farther south on campus. I’m in
“Spanish for Advanced Beginners” which means
I’m starting all over but the learning is
Muy Rapido!
11 a.m.: After Spanish it’s
already time for lunch
because I’m a
student-athlete
and I’m hungry.
I eat with my

teammate Nicole Bond and some volleyball players at
Allison, a dining hall on south campus. After lunch we
all have a Buddhism class together. The professor is a
super nice old guy who is really knowledgeable.
2 p.m.: Time for practice! My teammate Andrea Filler
picks up Nicole, Anna Edwards and I to drive us to practice
because our field is off the main campus by the football
stadium. Our locker room is actually IN the football stadium,
which is really cool. Sometimes we have music and a party
going in there to get pumped up but if even if we don’t, we are
always laughing together about something.
2:30 p.m.: Luckily I’m really healthy right now so I skip the
training room and head right to the field. If it’s a game day, we
head to the batting cages in our indoor turf facility first. I like
hitting off the machine with the other “Coneheads,” which is
what we call the “slapper line” in our batting order (our team
really likes the movie Miracle!). This year I’m one of our pinch
runners and I get called on to run almost every game – I’m
excited to contribute in any way I can!
6 p.m.: After practice, the four freshmen on the team usually
eat together in Sargent again. A lot of times we eat with other
teams. The student-athletes at Northwestern are a really closeknit community.
7:30 p.m.: Freshmen have study hours at night at the library
and group tutoring for specific classes. This quarter I’m in a
group with six other student-athletes for math and the tutor
helps us with any questions we may have.
9 p.m.: Back to the dorm for more studying! I also use this
time to talk to my parents or Skype with my boyfriend. I just got
a Kindle so I’m very into reading… right now I’m reading The
Wedding by Nicholas Sparks. I’ve cried three times already!
10:30 p.m.: Right before bed I always shower because I hate
going to bed dirty, then I’m usually in bed, by 11 p.m. so
I’m rested and ready to do it all over again!! n
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Things I Wish I Knew A Year Ago

Breanne Ray (OF/IF)
University of Kentucky (Division 1)
1. I didn’t realize how
much traveling
it consisted
of and all of
the different
places I would
get to see in
the process.
2. I didn’t realize
how close the team is and how
supportive everyone is of each
other.
3. I didn’t realize how much support
you receive from the school as
well as the fans and how big of an
honor it is to represent them by
wearing the uniform.
4. I didn’t realize how much faster
the game speed is at this level.
5. I didn’t realize how competitive the
SEC is and how you have to give
your best every time because there
is no such thing as an “easy” game.

Ember Wells (OF)
Florida Tech (Division 2)
1. Importance of time
management.
2. Taking more AP
classes would
have prepared
me for the
more rigorous
college level
courses.
3. Better
understanding of the day-to-day
schedule of a college athlete.
4. Importance of being in top
physical shape as a college
athlete.
5. Better knowledge of my career
path and the things needed to
attain it.

Kiersten Carlomagno (P/UT)
SUNY New Paltz (Division 3)
1. I wish I knew how intense and
how important weight lifting
would be.
2. I wish I knew
that in
college, every
hitter is a
good hitter.
3. I wish I knew
how helpful the
library and its
resources would be.
4. I wish I knew that gaining weight
could be really easy.
5. I wish I knew how fast my freshman
year of college would go by.

Shannon Smith (P/IF)
University of Kentucky (Division 1)
1. That the team
becomes a
second family
after a
month.
2. How much
work all
people
involved have
to do for things to
work correctly/run smoothly.
3. Little girls will look up to you, and
follow you on social media so be
smart!
4. Failing is inevitable, it’s how you
deal with it and work through it
that’s most important.
5. Understanding and learning from
the game sometimes is more
important than the talent that you
bring to it.
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By Megan Sorlie (Sophomore OF)
University of Notre Dame
Oftentimes, tragedy has a way of uniting
individuals and bringing them together as one.
Nowadays, it seems as though cancer has had an
impact on everyone’s life in some way, shape, or
form. This happened to our Notre Dame family when
Coach Gumpf’s four-year-old daughter, Tatum, was
diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia in
Community
the summer of 2010. In honor of Tatum and all
Service
other children battling pediatric leukemia, the
team decided to dedicate one of our home series
every spring to “Striking Out Cancer.” Last year,
the Notre Dame Softball Team raised over $39,000
during this weekend, which began with a Trivia Night
fundraiser and concluded with an auction of our
jerseys, helmets, and batting gloves used during the
weekend series. Donations from opposing teams and
the community helped to contribute more money to
our fundraising efforts. All of the money raised is
donated to the pediatric oncology unit at Memorial
Children’s Hospital in South Bend, IN. This year, we
have set an ambitious goal to double the amount of
money we raised last year.
In the fall of 2012, Tatum completed her last round
of treatment and we officially celebrated Tatum beating
cancer! Tatum’s story has had a huge impact on our
program and what the Notre Dame Softball Team wants
to resonate. While winning games and championships is
what we strive to do every day, our program has become
bigger and stronger as we fought along side Tatum. We
have learned how to stand united as a team, supporting
each other on and off the field while becoming one big
family. Strikeouts, errors, and homeruns do not define us
as a person. Most of us will only play this sport for four
years and then graduate and move onto jobs and start
our own families. However, we will look back on these
years and remember the struggles, the victories, and
the defeats. We will remember how we came together to
help a little girl battle leukemia, and we will remember
the smile on the faces of the other children when we
delivered presents to the pediatric oncology unit at
Christmas. We will remember the determination in their
hearts and that quitting was never an option. Because of
softball, the memories created and the friendships made
will last last a lifetime. Because of cancer, our team has
come together with enthusiasm, spirit, and passion in
hopes of making an impact on the journey towards a
cancer-free world. At Notre Dame we fight. We fight for
those who need a little help fighting for themselves, and
I am proud to be a part of this fight. n

Strike Out
Cancer
COLLEGE LIFE
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life
Bears for Bebe

Community
Service

By The Softball Team
University of California, Berkeley
We adopted Barbara Wiggs, or Bebe,
as everyone calls her, in the 2010 softball
season. Less than a year before, Bebe’s
parents discovered a lump near her left
eye that ended up being a brain tumor
that occupied more than 25 percent of
her skull. She wasn’t even three years old
when she underwent a nearly 18-hour
surgery to remove 99 percent of that
tumor, and was diagnosed with ETANTR
(Embryonal Tumor with Abundant Neuropil
and True Rosettes), a rare form of a fatal
childhood brain cancer whose patients
have less than a 15 percent long-term
survival rate. To try to bring something
positive into her life, Bebe’s parents got
her involved with the Friends of Jaclyn
Foundation, a nonprofit organization that
pairs children suffering from brain tumors
with sports teams, and that’s how we
adopted her.

It’s hard to imagine that the little
seven-year-old who now parades around our
dugout dancing and cheering was once so
shy and weak. When we first met Bebe, it
was so easy to tell she was sick. She was so
tiny, really skinny, and barely had any hair.
Her sickness made her frail, nervous and
timid. She’d sit in the shade and couldn’t
even make it through a full game because
being around the team exhausted her.
Fast forward to now, and Bebe is like
any other kid. She knows exactly what
she wants, she’s funny, and she loves all
of us so much. She’ll walk right into the
middle of our team huddles and give us
pep talks, saying things like “Use your
justice!” and “Swing hard! That’s how
you’re going to win.” Bebe comes to
so many of our games and has her own
locker in our locker room and her own
chair. We spend holidays and birthdays
with her, or take her to the movies.
For Bebe, we know we’ve helped her
look to the future. She tells us when she’s

with us that those are the best days of
her life. It is so encouraging to hear. Bebe
needs us. We’re her big sisters, and she
refers to us as HER team, and we are. If
nothing else, we hope we take her mind
off her diagnosis and give her something
positive to focus her energy on.
What’s more incredible than the way
we’ve impacted Bebe is the way she’s
impacted us. We’ve kept pictures of her in
our helmets and arm guards for games, and
every time we’re down, we can look up at
Bebe in the stands and see that she’s just
having a blast. All the things she’s been
through make a loss or a bad at bat seem
like a cake walk. Partnering with Bebe
and Friends of Jaclyn is one of the best
things we’ve ever done as a team. In her
pep talks, Bebe often tells us we’ll make
it through because we’re strong. What she
doesn’t know is that we know we can make
it through because SHE is strong, and
while we’ve helped her, she’s inspired us
and helped us even more. n
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What’s in It for Me?

NFCA

The NFCA has some great benefits to offer youth players and their coaches, including some
very prestigious awards.You want to get noticed by college coaches? Let them know you’re
an NFCA All-American or Scholar-Athlete Award Winner.
Have you had an outstanding season? Did you make your allregion or all-state team? You deserve recognition for
your achievements.
Open to all high school players whose coaches
are NFCA members, the All-American program
will give you the chance to join the ranks of
past high school All-Americans Natasha Watley
and Jessica Mendoza. For more information,
have your coach check out the NFCA website
at nfca.org, or he or she can call us at
502-409-4600. The nomination process
happens in the early summer, so have
your coach join the NFCA today!

Hey Students
Be sure that your coach is
a member so that you can be
honored for all of your hard work
both in the classroom and on the
softball field. The NFCA offers
Scholar-Athlete Awards to those
students who maintain better than a 3.5 GPA for the school year.
This award is given every year, so if your coach isn’t a member,
have him or her sign up so that you can receive this award and
wow recruiters with your academic as well as athletic prowess. For
more details, have your coach check out the NFCA website at nfca.
org, or have him or her call us at 502-409-4600. n

Early Recruiting, continued from page 21

besides the name of the school and the conference they play
in.
3. It doesn’t matter how good you think your daughter is, you
don’t have a scholarship to give and the college coaches will
be the final arbiter of where 95% of kids have a chance to go.
4. Kids – Go where you are wanted. Find a good fit. Go enjoy and
contribute during your 4 years. Most importantly, secure a
college degree!
5. Every athlete’s journey is her own. Avoid comparisons to
others. Perspective and understanding is important, but there
is no one-size-fits-all recruiting path.
6. The second the college coach commits a kid, they begin
the process of finding a better athlete. All of us better keep
getting better or we’ll be on the bench – or worse, we’ll lose
our scholarship!
Though we all agree the process could be better, most of us
club coaches realize we cannot change it. We can try to tamp
down the fervor, but the genie is out of the bottle. Not sure
how it ever goes back. So, we set our mind every day to trying
to educate folks about the process and to trust that their talent
and hard work will pay off.
Being involved with fastpitch and helping many kids grow
and mature has been the most rewarding thing I’ve had the
opportunity to be involved with outside my own family. In the
end, we all have the same responsibility. Help these young
people grow up to be responsible adults who can in turn do the
same. n

those with scholarships to offer. No offer, no commitment. The
NCAA refuses to take this up. Heck, they do not even recognize
“early verbals” as a real entity, so how could they legislate
it? Not sure any set of rules would change things. As long as
athletes and their parents can talk to coaches, and there is no
prohibition to it once they are on campus, commitments will
happen. Many have publically called on college coaches to slow
down the process. I would strongly echo those sentiments!
What Matters Most
It is certainly a challenging undertaking, but one that
many of us have signed up for. If folks will let us, we can help
shepherd young ladies and their moms and dads down the path
to a successful conclusion.
It can be extremely rewarding to help young people find their
way and achieve their dreams. Some of the other challenges in
the process include helping kids and parents understand:
1. Softball at the D1 level is not a “game.” It is business and
the bigger the business of it gets, the more our young ladies
will be treated as commodities – most do not understand this
reality and are shocked by the thought.
2. There is scholarship money at many levels of college ball.
Gotta find a way to take ego and emotion out of the process.
Focus on finding a good fit. Avoid chasing a big name on
the front of a jersey. There are many more important factors
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Learn How To Manage Yourself
Rather than trying to manage time,
learn to manage yourself.
n Activity does not equal achievement!
In other words, being busy does not
mean we are accomplishing anything.
n We must do more than simply work
hard; we must also learn to work smart.
The first step to better managing your
time is pinpointing your black holes. Black
holes are those activities that eat your time
into unproductive nothingness. Do you
spend too much time watching TV, scanning
Facebook or talking on the phone? Fill
out the accompanying time management
worksheet and analyze the results.
Ask yourself these questions:
n Are there areas not listed on the
worksheet where you spend a great
deal of your time?
n Where do you spend too much time?
n What areas do you think need more
time?
n How can you rearrange to start using
your time more effectively?
Quick tip: 10 Minute Strategy
Do you have a project or task you have
been putting off? Does it seem so big that
you do not even know where to begin? It
could be a school project, a dreaded chore,
a thoughtful gift or a great idea.
1. Write “it” down. Whatever “it” is
that seems too big to attack, write
that task somewhere, so you will see
it every day.
2. Begin by working on this task for
just 10 minutes each day.
3. Once you get started, you will see
how easy it can be to make some
serious progress.
4. Then, just keep working … 10
minutes at a time!
Manage Your Money
It has been said that the secret to wealth
is not having more… but wanting less.
Well, as students, many times the
luxury of having more is simply not an
option. So, we must learn to effectively
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manage what we do have.
Are you a Credit Card Critic?
How do credit cards really work? Just
for the record, “plastic” is not money.
When you use a credit card, you must
be able to actually pay for whatever
purchases you are making.
Check out this real life situation:
n A $350 purse is on sale for $300.
What a deal!
n You simply cannot live without
this accessorizing addition to your
wardrobe.
n However, you do not currently have
the cash for a purchase like this.
n You do have a credit card and are
sure you can pay the $10 minimum
payment each month.
n Purchasing an item that is outside of
your current budget is no big deal,
right?
Wrong!
n If you have a 20 percent interest
rate and pay a $10 minimum
payment each month on your $300
purchase, it will take you almost 3.5
years to pay off your purse.
n What’s worse, in the end you will pay
over $400, so that $50 you saved
was a complete waste.
n Remember, there is always an
additional cost (called interest)
when borrowing money.
If at all possible, you should never
make a purchase on a credit card that you
know you will not be able to pay in full at
the end of the month.
Be a budgeter!
Having a system can make all the
difference. Try the suggestion below:
n Only purchase gas, groceries and
personal/household necessities using
your credit card.
n Use checks to pay recurring monthly
bills and expenses.
n Set a cash allowance each month
reserved for eating out, shopping, or

other entertainment. Pull this cash
from your account at the beginning
of each month. At the end of the
month, if you are low on cash, then
do not go out!
This little plan will allow you to…
n Use a credit card regularly (building
a credit history for the future).
n See very easily what you are
spending.
n Balance your checkbook quickly and
easily.
Remember, be sure that whatever amount
you spend on your credit card, you can it
pay off in full at the end of the month.
Get good sense … It’s a cinch!
n Balance your checkbook regularly.
n Keep up with your credit card balance.
n Create good habits, and begin saving
now:
n If you can, try to set aside
10 percent (or even a smaller
percentage) of your income as
savings.
n Any cash from your allowance
that is not used at the end of
the month, even if it is just
$2, put it away somewhere.
This is your emergency or
“rainy day” money.
For simple instructions on balancing your
checkbook, keeping up with your credit
card balance and an easy-to-use electronic
budget that will help you get a good grasp
on your finances, email me, Charity Butler,
at admin@exceed-sports.com. n
Charity Butler is respected nationally &
internationally as a pro athlete, writer,
speaker, collegiate coach, hitting instructor
and Certified Intrinsic Life Coach®. As a Pro
Speaker for Sports World, Inc, Charity travels
the country speaking to more than 40,000
people annually. As a recognized expert in
confidence training, she also presents at
various conferences, colleges & universities.
Charity is the founder of Exceed Sports, LLC
(www.Exceed-Sports.com) and of the I Heart
Fastpitch Campaign (www.iheartfastpitch.
com). Follow her on Twitter & Instagram at
@CharityButler
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Hey,

I used to be
the Superstar!

By Carol Bruggeman
Associate Head Coach,
University of Louisville

Learning a
New Role

Most college softball student-athletes
were considered “superstars” on their
past high school and/or travel ball teams.
They had lots of hits, made gamechanging defensive plays, and emerged
as the “go-to” player on the team. Other
players on the team easily followed the
“superstar’s” lead. Softball was simple
and these players oozed with confidence
on a daily basis. The game was fun and
the thought of competition put a smile
on the “superstar’s” face.
During the recruiting process,
“superstars” are told, “YOU can make
an impact at our school.” Hearing those
words continues to boost confidence. The
“superstar” is ready for the challenge of
the next level and has no doubt they will
be a force on their new college team.
Fast forward to watching a former
“superstar” in college…
Practices are fast-paced and EVERYONE
on the softball diamond is a “superstar.”
Everyone is highly skilled, talented,
and plays with confidence. Your head is
spinning. The game seems “too fast” and
your decision-making becomes clouded.
You forgot how to field and hit. Your
performance is sub-par. Everyone around
you seems to play the game at a high
level and they are all just awesome. You
seem lost and feel like you can’t “make

it” in college. For the first time,
you actually listen to the little voice
inside your head saying, “Maybe you just
aren’t good enough.” The most important
question you ask yourself every day after
practice is “where exactly do I fit in?”
The answer is “you DO fit in!” You just
have to find your role. The role you had
in high school or travel ball may be a
different role then you have in college.
Finding your role on your current team
is critical to both your success and the
overall team success.
Here are some tips to help find and
THRIVE in your role with your team:

1

Be realistic – do an honest evaluation
of your skill set and the skill sets of
your teammates. Sometimes your parents
or loved ones are not the best option for
a realistic point of view of where your
talents fit into your current team. Ask
your coaches, your teammates, and other
trusted people in your life who will be
HONEST with you…not just tell you what
you want to hear.

2

Once you have your role for a game,
do the absolute best you can at that
particular role. If you are the starting
pitcher, set a good tone in the first
inning for your team. If you are a hitter
on the bench waiting for a pinch-hitting
opportunity, study the pitcher and be
ready when your number is called! Your
teammates will respect you if your

attitude and attention to the game is the
same whether you are a starter or not.

3

Focus on what you can control. You
can always control your attitude and
effort. Make sure they are positive! Work
hard on what you can control in practices
and games.

4

Work on all parts of your game. If
you prepare, you will be ready for an
opportunity. Maybe you’ve never played
first base before but your team needs a
first baseman because of an injury. If you
have paid attention in practice to the
details of playing first base and worked
on your fundamentals, you may receive
an opportunity to play first base. Take
a realistic look at where your team may
need more help and ask to be considered
to compete for that particular position.
Open your mind to playing any position
on the field.

5

Roles can change from day-to-day
and year-to-year. Your team may need
you to be an infielder one day/year and
an outfielder the next. You may be a #9
batter one day/year and a leadoff the
next. Things change!

6

COMPETE!! Take full responsibility
for your career. Past success is no
guarantee of future success. EARN your role
on the team every day and make it an easy
decision to put you in the line-up! n
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It’s Time To Think
About What We Type
By Paris Imholz (Junior P)
Iowa State University
I have always been a firm supporter
for the freedom of expression. As a
journalism student, I can relate to the
fight for the first amendment and relish in
the privilege to speak my mind.
In this day and age, social media is an
incredible platform for doing just that on
a number of levels. We can show pictures
of whatever we find amusing, talk about
who or what is the most popular and
comment on any subject we so please.
We are part of the generation that has
been able to learn and grow along with
the entirety of social media, hanging onto
every new update or application.
While I am an advocate for the right to
freely be, and be heard, I also understand
that as student-athletes we have been
given both great power and responsibility
at the tip of our keyboards. As soon as we
take the step in opening an account for
any site – whether it is Twitter, Facebook
or Instagram – we are putting ourselves
in front of the public eye.
We have already made a name for
ourselves through our statistics on the
field or our academics in the classroom.
Our action shots grace the covers of local
newspapers, but we are most on display
when we actually play. However, it is how
we conduct ourselves off the court or field
that most puts us in the spotlight.
One would think that with all of the
time we spend working out, studying and
playing, we wouldn’t have time to stir
up commotion with the way we talk on
social media. It might actually be because
we spend so much time in our athletic
commitments that some athletes feel it
necessary to release emotion to a wider
audience. It makes sense, since that’s
what everyone else is doing too, right?
This is where it gets a bit tricky. We have

extras

days away from home. My teammate actually
brought up a very insightful notion on
one of her social media accounts the other
day when she expressed that when she is
playing, she thinks of the people that could
be watching that sport for the first time in
their lives.
If we knew that a spectator was seeing
their first glimpse of the sport we live for,
we would be the first to score and the
last to leave the court. The same goes
for social media. If someone is viewing
our profile for the first time, we want
whatever he or she sees to be the best
representation of ourselves.
We are student-athletes, but we are
also young adults. We savor the days of
sleeping in, yet we live for the lights on
game nights. We take the good games
with the bad, and we move on to the
next ones, because we know that there is
always another opportunity. The words,
pictures and posts we put out are as
powerful as putting on our uniform for a
crowd of our classmates or college scouts.
If we all took a moment to step back
from the screen, we might be able to
see the unique surroundings we take
for granted on a daily basis. We have
incredible memories with our teammates,
the chance to play non-stop year round,
and families that support us throughout
our crazy rides to college. I think it’s time
we start sharing that. n

every right to voice our opinion on Miley
Cyrus’s latest haircut or share a picture of
the new Nikes we just purchased. The things
that connect us to the rest of our general
population fit in just fine. The conflict arises
when competitive athletes either ignore,
or slightly overstep the lines of discretion
needed in order to be secure and safe on
social media.
This necessary discretion starts with the
battle between a private and public account.
Let me state first that I am completely in
favor of the protection and privacy rights
of our Web activity and being cyber-safe. I
have an Instagram account that is private,
simply because I would like to know who
views my pictures. However, if we are going
to be active on social media, playing into
a jungle of millions of people awaiting the
next best tweet, why would we need to
put a lock on our thoughts? The privacy
option was not intended so that users
could freely throw around swear words or
degrade each other because of differences.
Student-athletes are not the only ones to
put protection on their accounts, as most of
my friends also require requests to view their
feeds.
If we have the chance to
represent a university in our
future, why not start creating a
Social Media Moments
positive picture of ourselves as
via @AggieSoftball:
soon as we can? It would only
“If we play @RazorbackSB in the hail (ice) can
make sense that we should be
we lobby for softball to become a winter Olympic
the exception to the masses,
sport?”
showing the world that we can
carry ourselves with class and
via @iSpeakSoftball:
dignity, instead of hiding on
“I will NOT swing at the rise ball, I will NOT
social media.
swing at the rise ball. #ThoughtsWhileAtBat”
This does not mean that we
have to change who we are or
via @sballplayerlife:
how we show our true identity on
“When life hands you lemons, make lemonade.
social media. At this point in our
But when a pitcher hands you a changeup,
lives, we are starting to learn how
smack it right down her throat.”
we are going to handle the busiest
of schedules and the most grueling

Holistic Athlete Development:

Age
8-11:

work on their engine (throwing speed
through more pitching practice), than
their brakes (developing strength).
The overuse injury data mentioned
earlier is case in point.
Where strength and
conditioning is incorporated
as a component of athlete
development, quality,
consistency, and suitability
of programming are common
issues. Specifically, lack of
credentials among coaches in the
field, and lack of age- and abilityappropriate training pervades.
Just as clear recommendations exist
for skill development versus competition,
research has also identified clear agespecific ‘windows of trainability’ for the
optimal development of the five key
qualities of athleticism (skill, suppleness,
speed, stamina and strength). All
qualities can be trained at all times, but
these ‘windows’ allow for accelerated
adaptations to periodized (or well
planned) training.

Strength & Conditioning
On the physical development side
of things, most young athletes do not
invest adequately
in training away
from the field of
play. This leaves
their bodies illprepared to handle
the mechanical
stress imposed by
the sport/position
they play. A great
example is a softball
pitcher. With every
pitch, they must
absorb 1.5-2.0 times bodyweight with
the stride leg. Without adequate lower
body strength to decelerate this force,
compensations and overuse injuries
develop. Yet, most pitchers would rather

Holistic Approach
So what do we know for sure? We know
that developing elite athletes requires a
commitment to an holistic approach, with
a targeted emphasis on key qualities at
key times. We know that the ideal model
includes a balance of: 1) technical skill
development, 2) ageappropriate physical
training, 3) tactical
& decision making
preparation, 4)
mental/psychological
preparation, and 5)
personal/character
development. And,
we know the ideal
environment is
supportive, respectful
and involves strong
lines of communication between athletes,
coaches and parents. Let’s hope this
approach and this mindset is just around
the corner. A generation of young athletes is
waiting for us to catch up! n

The Difference Between Good & Great
By Teena Murray
Director Olympic Sports Performance,
University of Louisville
Practice vs. Science
Most of the time science lags behind
practice. In today’s world of youth sport, it
is definitely the other way around. Despite
mounting evidence in opposition, we
continue to see extreme rates of early sport
specialization, an overwhelming emphasis
on competition versus skill development,
weak coaching, and a considerable lack
of appropriate strength and conditioning
training for developing athletes. A change
in our mindset, and our approach to athlete
development is needed.
Long-Term Athlete Development vs.
Early Sport Specialization
In the case between early (single)
sport specialization versus long-term
athlete development (LTAD), LTAD has
repeatedly been shown to provide
the greatest benefit – physically and
psychologically – to a developing athlete.
In fact, repetitive stress injury and
burnout both correlate strongly with
single sport specialization. Research
has reported that young athletes who
specialize before age 13 account for
50 percent of overuse injuries, and are
70-93 percent more likely to be injured.
Unfortunately, increased competition for
travel teams, playing time and athletic
scholarships has many on the wrong path.
Competition vs. Skill Development
Where competition (playing games)
versus skill development is concerned,
parents and coaches typically take a shortterm approach to training and performance,
placing an over-emphasis on immediate
results. This “peak by Friday” attitude
always leads to shortcomings in athletic
abilities later. What we know for sure is
optimal athlete development and sustained
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success comes from
a well-planned
practice, training
and recovery
regime, with a
heavy emphasis
on FUNdamentals
and technical skill
development. In fact,
not until age 17 (for
females) should competition
outweigh skill development. Clear
guidelines have been established by national
organizations (including U.S. Soccer and
USA Hockey), detailing appropriate training
to competition ratios for youth sport, by
age range. The ratios for females are shown
below:
%T:C
Sport Emphasis
70:30 	Fundamental Sport/
Movement Skills
11-15: 60:40 Training to Train
15-17: 50:50 Training to Compete
17+:
75:25 Training to Win

complete athlete

Shaking
Off
Adversity
By Dave Hines
NFCA Manager of Media Relations
Everyone encounters adversity on the
field from time to time.
But how do you get out of it as soon as
possible? Is there some magic formula for
busting a slump, pitching to your ability or
solving a case of the yips on defense?
Sorry, but there’s no single remedy
for adversity. It happens to all of us. It
doesn’t matter if you’re the star player or
the role player.
In fact, there’s probably as many
“solutions” as there are people being
asked about it. One thing that does work
is taking the game one pitch at a time, a
task that’s often easier said than done.
“The important pitch is the next one,”
Virginia Wesleyan head coach Brandon
Elliott suggests. “It’s a very simple
statement, but has a ton of meaning to
what we are doing.”
Louisville associate head coach Carol
Bruggeman said her Cardinals have a
mantra along those same lines.
“One of the things we say to each other
defensively after an error or mental mistake
on the field is ‘make the next play’ or ‘get
the next batter out,’” she said.
“In softball, you are only as good as
your next play. We ‘focus forward’ and
really dig in to earn an out on the very
next play after a mistake. I have found
that if you can create an out on the very
next play after a mistake, more times than

not, your team puts itself in a position to
win.”
Talking about the things that trigger
slumps can be helpful, too.
“We try and have a ‘Marlin Mental’ day
where we come into a classroom setting
and address individual fears and mental
blocks, coaches included,” Elliott said.
“Sometimes we do this preseason and
sometimes midseason, depending on the
group. I have felt that this really opens
up the team to everyone’s blocks and it is
great for feedback from teammates as to
how they handle situations or to see how
supportive they are to each other.”
Thiel College added a similar strategy
this season.
“We tried something new,” head coach
Amy Schafer said. “Self-evaluations after
each week of practice and journaling.”
Anthony LaRezza offers a mental break
from softball to players on his nationally
ranked high school squad at Immaculate
Heart Academy.
“We let them relax by stepping away
from the game for a day or so,” LaRezza
said. “If someone is slumping, the next day
at practice we will just discuss topics with
her, ranging from softball to TV. We feel that
sometimes the demands of being a studentathlete are challenging. We will do this when
the rest of the team is practicing.”
He said this tact has proven effective.
“This approach has worked for us,”
LaRezza said. “I’m not saying it is the
right thing to do, but we have had

success in this approach. Being a former
athlete myself helps in this situation. I
remembered when I was in a slump and
my coach, instead of taking extra batting
practice, just sat me down and talked shop
with me. The next day I went 4-for-4.”
No matter what your approach, it’s
vital to not let one poor play or mistake
balloon into something bigger.
“Teams can get into trouble by
giving up big innings if there are
multiple mistakes in a row in the field,”
Bruggeman said. “By saying to each other
‘make the next play’ or ‘get the next
batter out,’ we focus on shutting down
the big inning.”
“We all know the ball will find you if you
are still holding on to a past poor play. If
you are focused on the past, you will not be
ready to make the play in front of you.”
Inspirational speaker, consultant and
author Jen Croneberger, a longtime coach,
agrees.
“The most effective way to avoid a
slump is to stay present in each pitch,”
Croneberger said. “When you teach your
players to focus on winning each pitch,
they have no choice but to let go of
worrying about the last one or the next
one. Present-centered focus will always
right the ship.”
If all else fails, try to get back to
having fun out there.
“We really laugh about things around
here,” Elliott said. “We forget that it is
just a stupid, yellow ball sometimes.” n
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A Champion’s
Checklist
6 Steps to Being the Ultimate Teammate
By Cindy Bristow, Softball Excellence
There are lots of things written about being a good leader.
Leadership is a popular topic right now, and let’s face it, playing

1

Follow the Leader – Wouldn’t you know it, the
first thing I do is talk about leaders. Well, we know
our team will have at least one, if not more leaders
so to be a great teammate we need to learn to follow those
leaders. We do it in life all the time; we do what our parents
say, we do what our teachers tell us, and we listen to our
coaches. So following leaders is common for all of us. Your
softball team will have some leaders too so instead of
getting mad that one of the team leaders has told you what
to do, follow the leader and be a great teammate.

2

Throw Up Firewalls – Firewalls are made to protect
your computer from viruses and bugs – basically things
that are harmful to it. We need to do the same thing when
it comes to our team. We need to work to throw up firewalls
to protect it from harmful things both outside as well as inside
the team. Outside forces are things like crowds, weather, other
teams, the fans, comments from friends and parents, etc. Viruses
that attack our team from the inside can be just as harmful, and
they’re things like cliques, negative attitudes and comments,
talking behind people’s backs, not respecting your coaches, not
respecting your teammates. These areas are all things that will
eventually destroy your team so work with your teammates to
protect your team by throwing up your firewalls.

3

Ignore the Circus – One of the fun things about
going to the circus is that there are so many things going
on and so many things to watch. That’s great when you
want to be entertained, but when you’re trying to win a softball
game, paying attention to all the distractions going on around
you won’t help you a bit. From conflicts with teammates, to the
weather, to games on other fields to cheers by the other team
– we’ve got to learn to ignore things that belong in a circus but
that only hurt how good our team will play softball.
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sports is going to attract leadership types. Leaders are people
who are either in charge, or they take charge. I’ll bet right now
you can think of people who are leaders on the field, and maybe
different players who are leaders in the dugout, while you have
friends who are leaders at school.
It’s great to be a leader, but we all can’t be leaders or else
there’d be nobody left to lead. Sometimes the best thing we
can be is a fantastic teammate. So let’s talk about the things it
takes to become a great teammate and how those qualities can
ultimately, create a great team.

4

Stay the Course – Softball can be a hard sport to play
and it takes time for your skills to grow. As a young player
patience probably isn’t something you’re good at, that’s
normal. But it’s important to know that it will take time for your
skills to improve, that you’ll go through some low times when
you might struggle either physically or mentally (and sometimes
both) – but you’ve got to stay the course, or stay patient.
Keep practicing during the hard times, help your teammates
stay positive if they’re struggling. Know that struggles happen
so when they do don’t be surprised, but more importantly, be
ready. Science tells us that we learn 10 times faster from failure
than we do from success so be patient when you’re struggling –
it simply means you’re getting better!

5

Fight for the Family – Your softball team is your
second family, and like any family, it’s important to
protect your family. Being a great teammate, and family
member, means that you will do anything it takes to support
your family members. Be nice to your family members, treat
them with respect, protect them from people that try to hurt
them, and don’t forget to spend time with them – these are
things that family members do.

6

Give Hard a Hug – Another way to say this is to
embrace the struggle. Being good at anything is hard,
if it wasn’t then anybody could do it. So if you’re
trying to be good you need to know it’s going to be hard, so
give hard a big, fat hug. Embrace it. Welcome it. And then
keep going. Too many players will complain, get frustrated
and often quit when things get hard. Watch for this in
yourself, but also in your teammates. Work to encourage
your teammates when you see them get frustrated and help
yourself and everyone on your team learn to love the hard
zone. The hard zone is where champions live – will you end
up there? It’s up to you!

INTERESTED IN PLAYING
SOFTBALL IN COLLEGE?
WANT COACHES TO SEE
YOU IN ACTION?

NEXT YEAR, HAVE YOUR TEAM ATTEND
THE BUCKEYE SHOWDOWN RECRUITFEST
COLUMBUS, OHIO JULY 10-12, 2015
 Largest Recruiting Tournament East of the Mississippi
 All Games At One Complex — The Largest Softball Complex
In The The United States With 31 Fields
 Over 220 Teams At 14U, 16U And 18U
 Over 120 College Coaches In Attendance in 2014
 Over 14 States And Canada Represented In Teams

 Preceded By An Administered NFCA Camp
 All-Star Games Immediatelly Following NFCA Camp
 Top Recruit Tournament Format
 Skills Demonstrations Before Each Pool Game
 Scrimmage Games Available Before The Tournament
 Recruiting Bibs For All Eligible Student-Athletes

Equipment
Selection

By John Morningstar
Head Coach, 18U Wizards Elite Owner,
Future Stars Hitting Academy
Like most things in life today, it
seems as though we have endless choices
regarding the quality, style, size, color,
shape, and other various options when
it comes to equipment. In this article
we will be discussing variations in size,
length, and weight of two of the most
important pieces of equipment in our
game – bats and gloves. Whether you’re
a beginner or an elite athlete, choosing
the right equipment can be the difference
between ultimate success and failure.
In saying that, I am not implying that
you need to run out and get your 9-year
old a custom made glove with a name
stitched on it, or a $350 bat. The fact
of the matter is that most equipment
manufacturers offer a variety of sizes
and shapes within a price range that will
accommodate athletes at any level of play.
At some point, perhaps as the love of the
game and the interest level progresses,
I would recommend purchasing products
that perform the best. The internet has
several reviews that are very informative
and can give you a great baseline idea
of what other people have experienced.
Coaches are also a great resource for
equipment performance. I haven’t come
across many coaches who don’t enjoy a
good conversation about “what’s hot” and
“what’s not” with equipment.
Here are a few pointers to get you
headed in the right direction. When it
comes to glove selection, the determining

INSTRUCTION

and What Works for Your Athlete(s)
factors should be age and position.
Typically a first base glove and a catcher’s
glove are the only styles that are uniquely
designed. When purchasing either of
these gloves in particular, be sure that
the glove is specifically designed for fast
pitch softball. First base gloves generally
range from 12¼ inches to 13 inches in
size. A catcher’s glove generally ranges
from 32½ inches to 34½ inches. Standard
gloves for simplicity purposes will best
be determined by age and whether your
athlete is an infielder or an outfielder.
Suggestions:
Age
Infield
9-13
10"–11"
High School/ 11½"–12½"
Adult

Outfield
11"–12"
12½"–13"

Most gloves are clearly marked
indicating the size, however each
manufacturer can vary slightly in size.
One additional point I would like to
make is that contrary to popular belief,
gloves do require a routine cleaning and
conditioning. We’ve all had the athletes
that show up to practice with a glove
that appears to have been starched,
pressed, and stored in the desert. I
recommend a good cleaner/conditioner
with an application of Neatsfoot™. Most
shoe repair stores carry everything you
need. Last but not least, my personal pet
peeve is not keeping a ball in the pocket
of the glove to maintain the shape of the
pocket. It’s crazy how the minor details
have such an impact on performance.
As far as bats are concerned, there are
basically two components to consider,
length and weight. Outside of that, it’s
preference, as far as one piece, two-piece,
color, manufacturer, etc. The correct
length of a bat should be measured by
standing the bat upright on the barrel
next to your athlete’s leg and having
them stand with their arms at their side.
If the knob of bat measures into the palm
area of the hand, it is the ideal length.

If the knob of the bat measures at the
fingertips it is too short; conversely if
the knob of the bat measures beyond the
palm of the hand it is too long.
As for the weight of the bat, your
athlete should be able to take the bat in
each hand (dominant and non-dominant)
individually and hold it extended out to
the side parallel with the shoulder for
10-15 seconds without the barrel of the
bat dropping. If the barrel begins to drop,
or you see them struggling to keep the
barrel up I would suggest selecting a bat
with the same length but a larger drop
(meaning a lighter bat). For example,
once you have determined the correct
length, perhaps a 33” bat with a drop
(-9), (which would be a 24oz bat) seems
a little heavy you might consider a 33”
bat with a drop (-10), (which would be a
23oz bat).
The final thing to consider when
determining weight would be whether
a bat is “balanced” or “end-loaded” in
weight distribution throughout the barrel.
I recommend a balanced weight for
beginner to intermediate athletes. In my
opinion, you should only consider using
an end-loaded bat when the mechanics
are fully developed, and an athlete can
handle the weight distribution away from
the body. In fact, there are several elite
athletes that prefer a balanced bat for
greater control of the bat head. What you
gain in power with an end-loaded bat
you could give up in average. There are
certainly plenty of home runs hit with
balanced bats!
Equipment manufacturers have
invested a lot of time and resources in
developing the materials that perform
optimally. They all have some extremely
dynamic qualities that have enhanced
our game. There is no doubt that the
right size and shape of the equipment
is the key to unlocking an athlete’s true
potential. However, there is no “magic
Continued on page 46

Slap
Hitting

instruction
she can get to first base as quickly as
possible. Regardless of the short-game
skill involved, the footwork for the
slapper remains consistent.

By Karen Weekly
Co-Head Coach, University of Tennessee
At the University of Tennessee, we
realized the importance of including
slapping in our offense. To compete at
the highest level of Division I softball,
we needed to be able to put the ball in
play and create run-scoring opportunities
against the best pitchers in the country.
Power hitters tend to slump on occasion,
but speed never goes in a slump. Slap
hitting is an exciting and necessary
element of a high-scoring offense.
There are various slapping techniques—
including the drag bunt, the soft slap, the
hard slap, and the high-chopper slap (also
known as the chop slap).
The goal of the short game is to put
pressure on the defense by forcing them
to move in all directions and to make
defensive plays quickly. A slapper must
have good speed. At the highest levels
of softball, many slappers can run from
home to first in under 2.7 seconds (timing
from contact with the bat to contact with
the base). Against that kind of speed, the
defense must be able to field and throw
very quickly in order to make outs. A
defense that is under pressure to execute
fast tends to rush plays and make errors.
Generally, the slapper’s goal is to put the
ball on the ground and force the defense
to field and throw.
Footwork
The short game is designed to create a
footrace to first base between the speedy
slapper and the first-base player, who is
typically much slower. The slapper starts
moving her feet in the batter’s box before
she hits the ball. The slapper’s goal is to
be moving at contact and to maintain
that momentum through contact so that

After this move with her right foot,
the slapper brings her left foot across
to the front of the batter’s box, making
sure that her toes are pointed toward the
area slightly left
of the pitcher.
This is called the
crossover step.
On the crossover,
the slapper wants
to be sure that
her left foot
lands in the front
inside corner of
the batter’s box.
This is important
because the
slapper wants
to reach first
base as quickly
as possible,
and getting to
the front of the
batter’s box
will cut down
the distance
she must run to
first base after
making contact
with the ball. It
is important that
her setup, pivot
or pivot/slide, and
crossover step are
consistent every
time.
When some
slappers take the
crossover step,
instead of turning their toes toward the
shortstop, they point them toward home
plate. There is no benefit to slapping
with the feet in this position. The whole
idea of slapping is to run to first base
as quickly as possible after contact. If a
batter’s feet are pointed toward home, she
will have a difficult time getting to first
base quickly. Instead, the slapper should
point her toes and jog in the direction
the ball is coming from (the pitcher);

Slap hitting
is an exciting
and necessary
element of a
high-scoring
offense.

The slapper starts with her toes
pointed toward home plate in the leftside batter’s box. She may then do one of
two things with her right foot to initiate
her footwork. One option is to pivot on
her right foot and turn this foot so that
her toe is pointing slightly left (shortstop
side) of the pitcher. The other option
is to slide her right foot back in the
box—closer to her left foot—and pivot
and turn the right foot so that her toe is
pointing slightly left of the pitcher. Either
option is acceptable.

Continued on page 46
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then she only has to make a slight turn with her feet toward
first base after contact, rather than a complete 180-degree turn.
Timing
The timing of the contact with
the ball determines when a slapper
needs to start her feet. Contact
should occur almost simultaneously
with the left foot landing on the
crossover step. In reality, contact
usually occurs immediately after
the left foot lands, which is fine.
If the slapper attempts to time
her footwork so that she is making
contact when the left foot lands,
she will be able to maintain good
momentum at the time of contact
and immediately run to first base.
The error that slappers tend to
make is having the left foot land
too early and before contact; when
slappers make this error, one of
two things usually occurs: The
slapper instinctively pauses to wait
for the ball, or she keeps her feet
moving but is leaning toward first
base by the time contact is made
(also called pulling out). Whenever
a slapper is pulling out, the first
thing to look at is the timing
between the contact with the ball
and the landing of the crossover
step.
Slappers need to start their
feet so that the left foot lands
at the time contact is made with the ball. And a slapper must
always remember that it is better to be late than early. Being
early causes the slapper to stop or pull out, both of which are
bad technique. A general guideline is that the slapper should
start just before the pitcher releases the ball. The more time
the crossover takes, the earlier the slapper will have to start,
and vice versa. Therefore, the best strategy is to focus on good
timing between crossover landing and contact, and then work
backward from there to find the right starting point.

Her hands
are even
with or
above
her back
shoulder.

Hand Position
When a slapper takes her batting stance in the box, the
position of her hands is no different from that of a regular
batter swinging away. Her hands are even with or above her back
shoulder; her elbows are relaxed, and she has a comfortable grip

INSTRUCTION

on the bat, holding the bat loosely at the base of her fingers
(not buried in her palms). A slapper should choke up as far as
she needs to in order to maintain good control of the barrel.
Because the slapper’s goal is usually to put the ball on the
ground, she must be able to keep the barrel above the ball in
order to avoid pop-ups. Slappers
occasionally worry that choking
up on the bat will let the defense
know that they are slapping. The
defense likely already knows that
the player is a slapper, but they
don’t know whether the slapper is
going to drag bunt, soft slap, or
hard slap. Choking up doesn’t give
anything away, and the slapper
should not be afraid to choke up
if “shortening the bat” helps her
maintain barrel control.
Learning Progression
Beginning slappers should learn
the skills involved in the short
game in the following sequence:
drag bunt, soft slap, hard slap.
The drag bunt is the foundation
of the short game, and the other
skills build off the drag bunt. In
addition, the drag bunt should be
the easiest skill to execute because
the bat is stationary at contact.
Barrel control becomes more
challenging with the soft slap and
the hard slap. Slappers who learn
the hard slap first tend to pull out
because they get in a bad habit of
swinging too hard. The learning
curve will be faster if the slapper
can first learn the basic skill of drag bunting and then add to it
by learning the soft slap and then the hard slap. n
Equipment Selection, continued from page 44

bat” that will make an athlete a better hitter, or a “fancy glove”
that will make the tough plays. The best tools come from within;
only hard work, perseverance, practice, patience, and passion
can unlock an athlete’s true ability.
My hopes are that some of this information is old news, and
that perhaps some can shine a bit of light on the complicated
task of selecting the right equipment for your athlete(s).
Feel free to contact me anytime (jhmorningstar@gmail.com)
with questions you may have, and best of luck to all of you this
season. n

